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Plasmofl uidics

 Plasmofl uidics: Merging Light and Fluids at the Micro-/
Nanoscale 
   Mingsong    Wang     ,        Chenglong    Zhao     ,        Xiaoyu    Miao     ,        Yanhui    Zhao     ,        Joseph    Rufo     ,       
 Yan Jun    Liu     ,   *        Tony Jun    Huang     ,   *       and        Yuebing    Zheng   *   

 Plasmofl uidics is the synergistic integration of 
plasmonics and micro/nanofl uidics in devices and 
applications in order to enhance performance. There 
has been signifi cant progress in the emerging fi eld of 
plasmofl uidics in recent years. By utilizing the capability 
of plasmonics to manipulate light at the nanoscale, 
combined with the unique optical properties of fl uids 
and precise manipulation via micro/nanofl uidics, 
plasmofl uidic technologies enable innovations in lab-on-
a-chip systems, reconfi gurable photonic devices, optical 
sensing, imaging, and spectroscopy. In this review article, 
the most recent advances in plasmofl uidics are examined 
and categorized into plasmon-enhanced functionalities 
in microfl uidics and microfl uidics-enhanced plasmonic 
devices. The former focuses on plasmonic manipulations 
of fl uids, bubbles, particles, biological cells, and molecules 
at the micro/nanoscale. The latter includes technological 
advances that apply microfl uidic principles to enable 
reconfi gurable plasmonic devices and performance-
enhanced plasmonic sensors. The article is concluded with 
perspectives on the upcoming challenges, opportunities, 
and possible future directions of the emerging fi eld of 
plasmofl uidics. 
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  1.     Introduction 

 Plasmonics is a fi eld dedicated to the fundamental study and 

application of surface plasmons (SPs), which are the light-

coupled coherent oscillations of free electrons at the inter-

faces of metals and dielectric materials. [ 1–3 ]  The ability of 

SPs to manipulate light at the nanoscale leads to numerous 

intriguing physical phenomena such as localized heating [ 4,5 ]  

and plasmon-induced transparency. [ 6–8 ]  Although the under-

lying mechanisms are quite simple, plasmonic structures 

and devices can have broad applications [ 9–12 ]  and have been 

employed to solve many challenges that arise due to the dif-

fraction limit of conventional optics. For example, surface 

plasmon resonance (SPR) sensors, which utilize the critical 

excitation conditions of surface plasmon waves to detect 

molecular-scale interactions on metal surfaces, have been 

successfully commercialized and have become an essential 

tool for characterizing and quantifying biomolecular inter-

actions. [ 13–15 ]  Other notable inventions in the fi eld of plas-

monics include “invisibility cloaking” materials that do not 

exist in nature [ 16,17 ]  and small “satellites” that have been 

used to investigate organelle structures inside of single 

cells. [ 18,19 ]  

 The fusion of plasmonics and micro/nanofl uidics is by 

no means accidental and offers exciting opportunities to 

advance both fi elds. Each fi eld possesses inherent strengths 

and advantages that the other generally lacks. Plasmonic 

devices are capable of detecting chemical changes and 

binding events with single-molecule resolution, but lack a 

means of precisely delivering an analyte sample in a high-

throughput manner. [ 20,21 ]  In contrast, micro/nanofl uidic 

devices are capable of the precise, high-throughput delivery 

of fl uids, but lack the ability to simultaneously perform highly 

sensitive measurements. These problems can be solved by a 

“plasmofl uidic” approach, which leverages the strengths and 

advantages of plasmonics and micro/nanofl uidics. Since the 

integration of plasmonics with nanofl uidics is an emerging 

frontier that has only begun to be explored, in this review 

article, we will focus on the integration of plasmonics and 

microfl uidics. By analyzing recent trends in the fi elds of plas-

monics and microfl uidics, it can be seen that the crossover 

between the two fi elds has already started. Some plasmonic 

effects, such as the propagating surface plasmon polaritons 

(SPPs) and localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs), 

have already led to commercialized SPR sensors and micro-

fl uidic surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) for the 

clinical detection and diagnosis of numerous solution-based 

analytes. [ 22 ]  

 The success of “optofl uidics”, which synergistically com-

bines microfl uidics with optics, sets an excellent precedent for 

the development of “plasmofl uidics”. [ 23–31 ]  With major efforts 

towards developing miniaturized on-chip imaging systems and 

fl uidic devices that manipulate light at the microscale, optofl u-

idics broke down the barrier between microfl uidics and con-

ventional optics, making it possible for the invention of devices 

and systems such as “on-chip fl ow cytometers” [ 32,33 ]  and “cell-

phone microscopes”. [ 34,35 ]  With its ability to extend conven-

tional optics into nanoscale regimes, “plasmofl uidics” provides 

excellent opportunities for exploring new physical phenomena 

as well as enabling novel applications such as “plasmofl uidic 

lenses” [ 36 ]  and single-molecule detection platforms enabled by 

“plasmofl uidic chips”. [ 37 ]  In this review article, we will share 

with you some of the most important works in this emerging 

fi eld. We envision that plasmofl uidics will push the bounda-

ries of traditional engineering approaches and bridge the two 

research fi elds of plasmonics and microfl uidics. With much yet 

to be explored, we hope that the recent advances outlined in 

this review article will inspire others in these fi elds to take 

innovative steps to explore novel plasmofl uidics combinations 

that could have a lasting impact on the world.  

  2.     Plasmon-Enhanced Functionalities 
in Microfl uidics 

 Due to the unique optical, mechanical, and thermal proper-

ties at the nanoscale, surface plasmons can enhance various 

functionalities related to the manipulation of fl uids, bubbles, 

particles, cells, and molecules in microfl uidics. Precise manipu-

lations of fl uids and biomaterials are essential to immunoas-

says, cell-molecule interaction studies, DNA hybridization, 

catalysis, and drug delivery. [ 20,21,38,39 ]  Light is an ideal energy 

source since it can be controlled remotely and easily inte-

grated with a variety of platforms via readily available optical 

components. For example, optical tweezers employ focused 

laser beams to provide mechanical forces that can be used to 

precisely manipulate single cells, cellular organelles, or bio-

molecules with high spatial resolution. [ 40 ]  After roughly three 

decades of evolution, using light to trap and manipulate 
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single particles in microfl uidic environments has become a 

gold-standard approach in biophysics and cell biology. [ 41–43 ]  

However, it remains a signifi cant challenge to focus light 

beyond the diffraction limit in order to generate enough 

gradient force to trap nanoparticles and biomolecules. As 

described in the following subsections, SPs offer an excellent 

solution to enhancing the trapping ability of particles and bio-

materials at the nanoscale. Moreover, the photothermal effects 

associated with the local plasmonic losses provide a unique 

way for low-power and long-range manipulation of fl uids and 

bubbles. [ 44–59 ]  

  2.1.     Plasmonic Manipulation of Fluids and Bubbles 

 Enhanced photothermal effects are associated with the non-

radiative decay of SPs on metal nanostructures. They arise 

from the energy relaxation of coherently oscillated electrons 

upon their interaction with the metal lattice after the exci-

tation of SPs. [ 60,61 ]  In metal nanoparticles, the heat induced 

by LSPRs is highly localized. [ 60,62 ]  Such highly localized 

heat sources have enabled the optical manipulation of both 

microscale fl uids and bubbles in fl uids without the need for 

complex valves and pumps. Here we discuss three types of 

plasmonic manipulations, i.e., control of fl uid fl ow, fl uid 

mixing, and bubble generation. 

  2.1.1.     Controlling Fluid Flow 

 Liu et al. presented a seminal work on using the plasmon-

enhanced photothermal effects of metal nanoparticles to 

control fl uid fl ow ( Figure    1  ). [ 44 ]  Metal nanoparticles dis-

persed in fl uids act as localized thermal sources upon 

excitation of SPs and cause the fl uids to evaporate. The 

condensation of vapors into droplets and their coalescence 

with the original fl uids result in a net movement of the fl uids. 

Using light beams with sub-milliwatt power, fl uid fl ow in 

microfl uidic channels can be directed remotely at controlled 

speeds and directions. Due to the nanoscale localization of 

thermal energy, most of the fl uid remains at room tempera-

ture, making this method of fl uid transportation suitable for 

many biological applications.  

 To further improve the plasmon-enhanced photothermal 

effects for fl uid manipulation, metal nanoparticles can be 

incorporated into microfl uidic channels. For example, Fang 

et al. have developed poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) 

channels embedded with Au nanoparticles. A T-shaped 

microfl uidic channel made of the nanoparticle/PDMS com-

posites was fabricated to demonstrate the optical control of 

fl ow of thermoreversible gelation polymer, known as ther-

morheological fl uid ( Figure    2  ). [ 46 ]   

 Advanced fl ow control for the separation and distillation 

of microscale liquids has been achieved by combining LSPR-

enhanced photothermal effects with bubble-assisted inter-

phase mass-transfer. [ 45 ]  As shown in  Figure    3  , a gas bubble 

is generated and captured in the fl uid via plasmon-enhanced 

photothermal effects on a substrate that is coated with metal 

nanoparticles and covered with PDMS microfl uidic channels. 

The separation process occurs when a laser beam focused on 
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one edge of the bubble evaporates the fl uid and the vapor 

condenses on the other side of the bubble.  

 In addition to versatile applications in lab-on-a-chip sys-

tems, plasmon-enhanced photothermal control of fl uid fl ow 

has also enabled photoswitchable electrical devices. For 

example, Xia and co-workers have demonstrated that plas-

monic heating can be used to control fl uid fl ow, which in turn 

can enable the reversible photoswitching of a light-emitting 

diode (LED). [ 47 ]  As shown in  Figure    4  , the fl uid-fl ow-based 

switch was constructed from a small vial connected to a cap-

illary containing two standard copper wires with a gap of 

5 mm between their ends. A conductive aqueous suspension 

of Au nanoparticles saturated with NaCl was used as the 

fl uidic medium. Upon irradiation with a laser beam at the 

LSPRs of metal nanoparticles, the solution was heated up 

and expanded along the capillary due to the photothermal 

effects. The expansion bridged the gap between the two wires 

and completed an electrical circuit, which turned on the 
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LED. When the laser was off, the solution level dropped and 

the LED was switched off.   

  2.1.2.     Mixing Fluids 

 Mixing of fl uids is another critical function in microfl u-

idics and lab-on-a-chip devices. Conventional light-induced 

microfl uidic mixing requires high-intensity light sources 

(7.6 × 10 10  W cm −2 ). Such high-intensity light may exceed 

the safety threshold of living tissues in bio/medical applica-

tions, which can cause some undesirable side effects, such 

as photodamage. [ 63 ]  Miao et al. have demonstrated that the 

LSPR-assisted photothermal effects enable microfl uidic 

mixing at low optical power. [ 48 ]  By employing Au nano-

particle arrays on substrates, light with intensity as low as 

6.4 × 10 3  W cm −2  has been used to generate the effi cient 

convective fl ow for fl uid mixing ( Figure    5  ). This ≈7 orders-

of-magnitude reduction in the input light intensity makes the 

light-based mixing process biocompatible.   

  2.1.3.     Generating Bubbles 

 Bubbles in fl uids have attracted signifi cant efforts in research 

communities because of their potential applications in 
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 Figure 2.    a) Schematic of the experimental setup for the evaluation of photothermal heating in PDMS channels embedded with Au nanoparticles. 
b) Temperature increase curves of fl uids containing either the Au nanorod/PDMS composite or pure PDMS. c) Image shows that both the outlet 
channels are on. d) Image shows that the right outlet channel is off while the side outlet channel is on. The green arrows indicate the fl ow directions. 
e) Plot of the fl uid fl ow velocity inside the right outlet channel versus time. The green bars represent the time periods of the laser illumination on 
the right outlet channel. Reproduced with permission. [ 46 ]  Copyright 2012, Wiley-VCH.

 Figure 1.    a) Schematic illustration of the working principle of the optically controlled fl uid fl ow based on the plasmon-enhanced photothermal 
effects of metal nanoparticles. b) Successive optical images show that the fl uid fl ow can be optically guided into desired channels. Reproduced 
with permission. [ 44 ]  Copyright 2006, Nature Publishing Group.
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particle manipulation, drug delivery, and cancer therapy. [ 49–55 ]  

Plasmonic-enhanced photothermal effects have been applied 

to generate and manipulate bubbles in various environ-

ments for different applications. Lapotko and co-workers 

used plasmon-assisted bubble generation inside a lipo-

some to release molecules at a specifi ed site for targeted 

drug delivery ( Figure    6  a–c). [ 56 ]  In another application, by 

generating bubbles in fl uids through a tapered optical fi ber 

decorated with Au nanorods, Li et al. realized effective trap-

ping and aggregation of microparticles at a desired location 

(Figure  6 d–f). [ 57 ]     

  2.2.     Plasmonic Manipulation of Particles, Cells, and 
Molecules in Fluids 

 The ability to manipulate particles, cells, and molecules in 

fl uids is another critical function in microfl uidic systems 

and lab-on-a-chip devices. Optical tweezers have provided 

researchers with a simple, noninvasive, yet effective method 

to manipulate particles, cells and molecules in fl uids. How-

ever, conventional optical tweezers have several limitations, 

including bulky and expensive equipment, ineffective manip-

ulation of nanoparticles due to the signifi cantly reduced trap-

ping force with the diffraction-limited 

laser spots, and the use of high-power 

lasers that may potentially damage cells 

and living organisms. Due to the increased 

trapping force associated with the sub-

wavelength localization of the near-fi eld 

SPs, plasmonic tweezers are ideal for 

manipulating sub-wavelength objects with 

low laser power. Moreover, the 2D nature 

of SPs facilitates their on-chip integration. 

Recent years have witnessed tremendous 

progress in plasmonic tweezers for micro/

nanoscale trapping and 3D manipulation 

of cells and nanoparticles. 

  2.2.1.     Trapping Microparticles with SPPs 

 Volpe et al. reported the experimental 

observation of momentum transfer from 

SPPs to a single particle, revealing the 

potential for plasmonic manipulations. [ 64 ]  

In their study, the strong SPP fi eld excited 

on a homogeneous Au fi lm generates an 

optical force 40 times stronger than that 

at the absence of plasmonic excitation 
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 Figure 3.    a) Schematic illustration of the separation and distillation of microscale liquids based on LSPR-induced photothermal effects combined 
with the bubble-assisted interphase mass transfer. b–d) The optical images reveal the processes involved in the BAIM distillation. Reproduced 
with permission. [ 45 ]  Copyright 2008, American Chemical Society.

 Figure 4.    a) Schematic illustration of an electrical switch based on photothermal control of 
fl uid fl ow in the capillary tube ( 3 ). The capillary tube was inserted into a PDMS block ( 2 ) 
capped on a 5 mL glass vial. The batteries ( 5 ) were connected in series to a standard LED 
light bulb ( 6 ) with standard copper wires ( 4  in red). There was a gap between the two copper 
wires. When the vial was irradiated with a laser beam ( 7 ), the solution expanded, fi lled the 
capillary tube ,  and bridged the gap between the two copper wires, turning on the LED bulb. 
b) Experimental demonstration of the on–off reversible photoswitching of an LED. Reproduced 
with permission. [ 47 ]  Copyright 2013, Wiley-VCH.
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and hence signifi cantly decreases the laser power for particle 

manipulations. Later, Garcés-Chávez et al. demonstrated 

the large-scale aggregation of colloidal microparticles based 

on SPs on an Au thin fi lm. [ 65 ]  They have shown that the 

controlled excitation of SPPs permits the use of combined 

optical and thermal forces for large-scale ordering of col-

loidal aggregations. In order to use SPs to trap single micro-

particles, Righini et al. patterned the continuous Au thin fi lm 

into microscale pads. Each pad restricts the SPs into a smaller 

regime with the modifi ed optical potential for the effective 

trapping and even sorting of single microparticles of a spe-

cifi c size. [ 66 ]   

  2.2.2.     Trapping Nanoparticles with LSPRs 

 An effective way of trapping nanoparticles is the use of plas-

monic nanoantennas, which are paired metal nanostructures 

with small gaps between them that support highly confi ned 

LSPRs. The high confi nement of light at the gaps provides 

a strong gradient force for trapping. [ 67,68 ]  Grigorenko et al. 

demonstrated the trapping of nanoparticles based on the 

paired Au nanodots on a substrate. [ 67 ]  With the enhancement 

of the optical fi eld at the antennas, reduced exciting light 

intensities for trapping have been reported for different par-

ticles and bacteria (e.g., 10 7  W m −2  for polystyrene beads and 

≈10 8  W m −2  for  Escherichia coli  bacteria). [ 68 ]  For comparison, 

to trap  E. coli  with conventional optical tweezers typically 

requires an exciting laser intensity greater than 10 9  W m −2 , 

and previous report has shown that signifi cant damage occurs 

to the  E. coli  at a light intensity of ≈10 10  W m −2 . [ 69 ]  So far, 

plasmonic nanoantennas have been designed to trap Au col-

loids and quantum dots down to 10 nm. [ 70,71 ]  The capability of 

trapping nanoparticles within small gaps has also signifi cantly 

benefi ted plasmon-enhanced optical spectroscopy, including 

SERS. [ 72,73 ]  By combining plasmonic trapping with light-

assisted molecular immobilization, Galloway et al. precisely 

trapped Au nanocolloids within “hot spots” of the antennas 

for the ultrahigh-sensitive spectroscopy ( Figure    7  ). [ 73 ]   

 Despite the signifi cant progress in using SPs to trap and 

manipulate ever-smaller objects, stably trapping sub-10 nm 

particles has remained a challenge. Recently, Saleh et al. 

demonstrated theoretically that coaxial plasmonic apertures 

have the potential to trap dielectric particles as small as 

2 nm in both air and water ( Figure    8  ). The coaxial apertures 
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 Figure 5.    a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrograph of the cap-shaped Au nanoparticle array substrate used for the photothermal mixing. 
b) Absorption spectrum of the cap-shaped Au nanoparticle array with the peak located at ≈670 nm. c–f) Optical images reveal the plasmon-
enhanced optical mixing. Reproduced with permission. [ 48 ]  Copyright 2008, American Institute of Physics.
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benefi t from the extremely confi ned light at such small vol-

umes. Such plasmonic nanostructures can lead to the on-chip 

trapping of single nanoscale airborne particles in aerosols 

and single small molecules in microfl uids. [ 74 ]    

  2.2.3.     Trapping Nanoparticles with Self-Induced Back Action 

 To further reduce the power of trapping light, self-induced 

back action (SIBA) plasmonic trapping has been devel-

oped. [ 75 ]  SIBA is based on the interaction between metal 

apertures and the trapped dielectric particles. Briefl y, when 

a particle with a refractive index larger than that of the 

surroundings is trapped in a metal aperture, the aperture 

‘appears’ larger and allows the enhanced transmission of 

light. When the trapped particle is moved out of the aperture, 

light transmission will drop, which is related to a drop in the 

rate of photon momentum traveling through the aperture. 

As a result, a force in the opposite direc-

tion will act on the particle to balance this 

momentum rate change and pull the par-

ticle back to the equilibrium position, i.e., 

the inside of the aperture. Because parti-

cles play such an active role, SIBA optical 

trapping can use low light intensities. 

 Following the initial demonstration 

of SIBA optical trapping of nanoparti-

cles based on nanoapertures in metal thin 

fi lms by Juan et al., [ 75 ]  Chen et al. applied 

SIBA to successfully trap single or double 

22 nm polystyrene beads. [ 76 ]  Gordon and 

co-workers employed double-nanoholes 

on an Au thin fi lm to trap dielectric nan-

oparticles with diameters down to 12 nm 

with a reduced light intensity. [ 77 ]  Recently, 

using the same plasmonic substrates, the 

Gordon group has successfully trapped 

a single protein and protein–antibody 

pairs. [ 78–81 ]  

 Beyond the static trapping, the 3D 

manipulation of sub-100 nm dielec-

tric objects has also been achieved with 

SIBA. [ 82 ]  Using an optical fi ber probe with 

a bowtie nano-aperture at the tip for the 

SIBA-based trapping, Quidant and co-

workers have successfully trapped and 

manipulated sub-100 nm dielectric objects 

in 3D within a microfl uidic chamber 

( Figure    9  ). The manipulation allows the 

trapped objects to be moved over tens of 

micrometers over a period of several min-

utes with low light intensities.   

  2.2.4.     Developing Plasmonic Tweezers Based 
on Multiple Types of Forces 

 So far, we have focused on particle trap-

ping and manipulation with the radiation 

force arising from SPs in fl uidic environ-

ments. By balancing the radiation force, 

thermal convection, and thermophoresis, researchers have 

expanded the capabilities of plasmonic tweezers. Along this 

line, Roxworthy et al. have achieved the trapping, sorting, 

and clustering of microparticles based on Au bowtie nano-

antennas by controlling multiple parameters, including 

light intensity, wavelength, and polarization. [ 83 ]  In another 

example, Shoji et al. demonstrated the manipulation of fl uo-

rescent polystyrene nanospheres based on arrays of Au nano-

pyramidal dimers. Using fl uorescence microscopy to visualize 

the motion of nanospheres, they have verifi ed that thermal 

convection plays a critical role in the nanosphere transpor-

tation ( Figure    10  ). [ 84 ]  Recently, Toussaint and co-workers 

have developed an array of plasmonic nanoantennas on 

indium-tin-oxide (ITO) substrates to increase the thermal 

fl uid convection from conventional nanometers per second 

to micrometers per second for the enhanced performance in 

nanoparticle manipulation and assembling. [ 85 ]    
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 Figure 6.    Schematic illustration of bubble generation and applications based on plasmon-
enhanced photothermal effects. a–c) Optically guided controlled-release of encapsulated 
molecules. Reproduced with permission. [ 56 ]  Copyright 2010, Elsevier. d–f) Microparticle 
aggregation on the targeted site of the tapered optical fi ber due to the plasmon-assisted 
bubble generation and Marangoni convection. Reproduced with permission. [ 57 ]  Copyright 
2012, American Institute of Physics.
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  2.2.5.     Reducing Negative Thermal Effects in Plasmonic Tweezers 

 Despite its use in the manipulation of fl uids and particles, 

plasmon-enhanced photothermal energy can potentially 

cause trapping instability and damage to the trapped organ-

isms. To reduce the negative impact of thermal energy, 

researchers have developed several approaches, including 

the use of heat sinks, optical vortices, and low-power ultrafast 

light sources. Wang et al. integrated heat sinks with plasmonic 

nanostructures to reduce the undesired thermal effects. [ 86 ]  By 

using a three-layer (Au, Cu, and Si) stack of high-thermal-

conductivity materials as a substrate, they have signifi cantly 

reduced water heating and succeeded in trapping and rotating 

nanoparticles via control of incident light polarization. Kang 

et al. developed an optical vortex trapping with a diabolo 

nanoantenna. [ 87 ]  In contrast to a conventional light beam, the 

optical vortex can trap specimens at regimes away from the 

hot spots, signifi cantly reducing the potential thermal dam-

ages to the trapped specimens. Roxworthy et al. demonstrated 

that plasmonic tweezers using a femtosecond-pulsed light 

source could work at the ultralow power density of 20 mW 

mm −2 , a power level approximately three orders of magni-

tude lower than the optical damage threshold. [ 88 ]  Later, Shoji 

et al. employed the femtosecond-pulsed plasmonic tweezers 

to realize the reversible trapping and releasing of DNAs. [ 89 ]   

  2.2.6.     Achieving Simultaneous Manipulation, Monitoring, and 
Analysis 

 The ability to monitor manipulation events and measure 

trapped specimens is essential for achieving real-time sensing 

and feedback with tweezers. Due to the sensitivity of SPs 

to the surroundings and the plasmon-enhanced optical 

spectroscopy, plasmonic tweezers have been developed to 

achieve simultaneous manipulation, monitoring, and anal-

ysis. For example, Martin and co-workers have achieved the 
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 Figure 7.    a) Schematic of a single Au nanocolloid binding to an immobilized protein in the gap of a Au dimer. b,c) SEM images show binding of 
a single Au nanocolloid in the gap of Au dimers. d) SEM image illustrates the self-alignment of Au colloids in hot spots, despite morphological 
irregularities of the hosting dimers (scale bar: 150 nm). Reproduced with permission. [ 73 ]  Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.

 Figure 8.    Schematic of the coaxial plasmonic aperture (a dielectric ring 
embedded in a noble metal). Reproduced with permission. [ 74 ]  Copyright 
2012, American Chemical Society.
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simultaneous trapping and sensing of 10 nm particles with 

plasmonic nanoantennas. [ 70,90 ]  Based on the sensitivity of 

light transmission through the nanoapertures to the move-

ment of nanoparticles, SIBA-based plasmonic tweezers have 

also enabled simultaneous trapping and sensing. [ 75–80,91 ]   

  2.2.7.     Exploiting Multiple Beams of SPPs 

 In order to develop more advanced trapping capabilities 

and improved overall functionality, researchers have worked 

beyond single propagating SPPs to demonstrate the trap-

ping, propelling, and sorting of small particles based on two 

or more SPPs. For example, Wang et al. irradiated Au strips 

with two laser beams of the same wavelength from opposite 

directions to create the interference patterns of SPPs for the 

trapping and propelling of polystyrene particles. [ 92 ]  Optical 

sorting of Au nanoparticles of two different sizes in fl uids 

was accomplished by applying two counter-propagating eva-

nescent waves of different wavelengths at the fl uid-substrate 

interface ( Figure    11  ). [ 93 ]  This strategy is applicable to the 

plasmonic sorting with an improved effi ciency by coating the 

substrate with an Au thin fi lm.  

 Recently, Min et al. have demonstrated highly focused 

SPP fi elds on an Au thin fi lm through constructive interfer-

ence of multiple SPPs, which enables the trapping of single 

metal particles without the need to pattern substrates – a 

requirement for the use of conventional single SPPs. [ 94 ]  

The focused SPP fi elds, which are excited by a radially 

polarized beam using a microscope with high numerical 

aperture objectives, trap metal particles with both gra-

dient and scattering forces acting in the same direction 

( Figure    12  ). [ 94 ]  Controlling the position of the microscope 

objective enables the versatile 2D manipulation of the 

trapped particles.  
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 Figure 9.    a) Schematic of a bowtie nanoaperture at the tip of a metal-coated tapered optical fi ber probe used for SIBA optical 3D manipulation. 
The trapping laser is directly coupled into the fi ber to excite the transverse mode of the aperture. b) A composite image reveals the displacement 
of the trapped object. Numbers 1–12 represent the successive steps of the tip movement during the time period t = 180–210 s. Reproduced with 
permission. [ 82 ]  Copyright 2014, Nature Publishing Group.

 Figure 10.    Successive fl uorescent images reveal the manipulation of polystyrene nanospheres based on arrays of Au nanopyramidal dimers. 
Changing the profi le of irradiation light enabled the dynamic manipulation. Reproduced with permission. [ 84 ]  Copyright 2013, American Chemical 
Society.
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 In summary, the unique optical, mechanical, and thermal 

properties of SPs open up a new window of opportunities for 

versatile manipulations of both fl uids in micro/nanoscale chan-

nels and bubbles, particles and biomaterials in fl uidic envi-

ronments. Progress in nanofabrication, characterization, and 

simulations has allowed for a broad range of manipulations at 

different scales (microscale and nanoscale) and dimensions (2D 

and 3D). Some of these manipulation techniques are readily 

integrated with microfl uidic systems for the enhanced function-

alities in lab-on-a-chip devices. Others require the coordinated 

efforts in system design and integration in order to achieve the 

synergy of plasmonic manipulations and microfl uidics.    
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 Figure 11.    Schematic of sorting Au nanoparticles with two counter-propagating evanescent waves excited with laser beams of different wavelengths 
(532 nm and 671 nm). Reproduced with permission. [ 93 ]  Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.

 Figure 12.    a) Schematic illustration of trapping metal particles by the highly focused SPP fi elds. b) Schematics of the experimental setup for 
trapping and monitoring metal particles with the focused SPP fi elds. c,d) Comparison of scattering forces exerted on a metal particle in c) plasmonic 
tweezers and d) optical tweezers. Reproduced with permission. [ 94 ]  Copyright 2013, Nature Publishing Group.
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  3.     Microfl uidics-Enhanced 
Plasmonic Devices 

 The unique optical properties of fl uids 

and the versatile manipulation of fl uids 

via microfl uidic technology have pro-

vided great opportunities for enhanced 

or new functionalities in a broad range 

of plasmonic devices such as plasmonic 

circuits, [ 95–97 ]  planar lenses, [ 98–101 ]  meta-

materials, [ 102,103 ]  and super-resolution 

imaging. [ 104–107 ]  By combining SPs with 

microfl uidic devices that can manipu-

late liquids of different optical proper-

ties or modify the shape of liquid-metal 

interfaces, a new class of reconfi gurable 

plasmofl uidic devices has been dem-

onstrated. [ 36,108–126 ]  The microfl uidics-

enhanced reconfi gurable devices offer 

a much broader tuning range of SPs 

than the traditional approaches that are 

based on the tunable properties of solid-

state dielectric materials or metal struc-

tures. [ 127–131 ]  Another major plasmonic 

application that has signifi cantly benefi ted 

from microfl uidics are plasmonic sensors. 

Through the precise delivery and manip-

ulation of analyte solutions and metal 

nanoparticles, microfl uidic technology has 

greatly enhanced throughput and sensi-

tivity of various types of plasmonic sen-

sors. [ 132–140 ]  It is expected that the synergy 

of plasmonic sensors and microfl uidics will 

enable fully integrated, portable, and cost-

effective diagnostic devices that will greatly benefi t global 

healthcare. In the following sub-sections, we will discuss the 

microfl uidics-enhanced plasmonic devices in two catego-

ries, i.e., reconfi gurable plasmonic devices and plasmofl uidic 

sensors. 

  3.1.     Reconfi gurable Plasmonic Devices 

 Reconfi gurable plasmonic devices in which the SPs are 

actively modulated with external signals are important 

for many applications such as information technology and 

energy conversions. SPs at a dielectric-metal interface can 

be modulated by controlling the optical properties of the 

dielectric material and/or metal. Many functional dielectric 

materials have been demonstrated for the active tuning of 

SPs, including thermal-optical polymers [ 127 ]  and electro-optic 

materials. [ 128,129 ]  Ultrafast optical pumping of metals [ 130 ]  and 

controlled semiconductor–metal phase transitions have also 

led to reconfi gurable plasmonic devices. [ 131 ]  However, the 

tunable range (or modulation depth) of SPs based on the 

solid-state materials is limited by the small changes in their 

optical properties. 

 Among various strategies for the enhanced tunability 

of SPs, the use of fl uids or fl uid-solid phase transitions in 

plasmonic devices has attracted strong interests. Compared 

with solid-state materials, fl uids have three intrinsic char-

acteristics that enable precise and broadband tunability in 

plasmonic devices: high mobility, reconfi gurability, and a 

large range of refractive indices. So far, various reconfi gur-

able plasmofl uidic devices that employ fl uidics for active con-

trol of SPs have been developed. Herein, we structure these 

devices into three categories based on the control mecha-

nisms, i.e., tuning the optical properties of fl uids surrounding 

metals, controlling liquid-solid phase transitions of metals, 

and controlling the arrangements of metal nanoparticles at 

the interfaces of fl uids. 

  3.1.1.     Tuning the Optical Properties of Fluids Surrounding Metals 

 Various approaches have been developed to modulate the 

optical properties of fl uids to achieve the active control of 

SPs for reconfi gurable plasmonic devices, including bubble 

generation in fl uids and phase transition in liquid crystals. 

Zhao et al. demonstrated a “plasmofl uidic lens”, which ena-

bles the active control of SPs on a 2D plane based on the on-

demand generation of vapor bubbles in fl uids. [ 36 ]  As shown 

in  Figure    13  a, an Au thin fi lm acts as both an SP substrate 

and an effective heating base for the bubble generation. 

SPs are generated and focused by an arc grating structure. 
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 Figure 13.    a) Schematic of the reconfi gurable plasmofl uidic lens. b) Leakage radiation image 
of SPPs focused by an arc grating without surface bubble. c–e) Leakage radiation image for 
SPPs propagating through three surface bubbles with different diameters. Reproduced with 
permission. [ 36 ]  Copyright 2013, Nature Publishing Group.
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Controlling surface bubbles in terms of their positions and 

shapes has led to dynamic tuning of the focusing function 

of the lens due to the modulations of the refractive index of 

the surroundings at the plasmonic substrate (Figure  13 b–e). 

To realize dynamic modulation of out-of-plane light, Wang 

et al. demonstrated a reconfi gurable plasmonic device based 

on the extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) of bullseye 

structures and the fl ow control of eutectic gallium indium 

(EGaIn), a liquid metal. [ 108,141 ]  EGaIn has been reversibly 

injected into or withdrawn from a microfl uidic channel on 

top of the bullseye structures to dynamically modulate SPs 

and EOT.  

 Reconfi gurable plasmofl uidic devices have also been 

realized by controlling LSPRs of metal nanoparticles with 

fl uids surrounding the nanoparticles. Fang et al. have dem-

onstrated that the dynamic control of a vapor nanobubble 

around an Au nanoparticle actively tunes the LSPRs. [ 109 ]  

As shown in  Figure    14  a, illuminating the nanoparticle with 

a continuous-wave laser beam of suffi cient intensity gener-

ates the nanobubble that originates from boiling the liquid 

at a single nanoparticle nucleation site. The nanobubble gen-

eration caused a blue shift in the LSPRs of the Au nanopar-

ticle due to the reduced refractive index of the surroundings 

(Figure  14 ). Lapotko and co-workers have also used pulsed 

laser to generate transient vapor nanobub-

bles around metal nanoparticles to tune 

the LSPRs in an ultrafast fashion. [ 56,110,111 ]   

 Liquid crystals are functional fl uids 

that have found broad application in 

reconfi gurable photonic and plasmofl uidic 

devices. [ 142 ]  Liquid crystals possess the 

largest birefringence among all known 

materials and the birefringence spans the 

visible-infrared spectrum and beyond. The 

phase of liquid crystals can be controlled 

by various signals such as electricity, [ 143,144 ]  

light, [ 145–147 ]  and acoustic waves. [ 148 ]  So far, 

various active plasmonic devices based 

on liquid crystals have been developed, 

including switches [ 112–114,149 ]  and modula-

tors. [ 115–118 ]  For example, Liu et al. dem-

onstrated light-driven plasmonic color 

fi lters by covering the metal annular aper-

ture arrays on substrates with photore-

sponsive liquid crystals ( Figure    15  a). [ 119 ]  

Doping liquid crystals with azobenzene 

molecules, which undergo reversible 

 trans–cis  photoisomerization, enables 

optical control of the phase of liquid 

crystals. As shown in Figure  15 b, color 

fi lters with different aperture sizes have 

been designed to allow different regimes 

of working wavelengths. The all-optical 

tuning behavior of the color fi lters 

has been highly reversible. In another 

example, as demonstrated by Smalyukh 

and co-workers, plasmonic nanostructures 

can also be dispersed within the liquid 

crystals where an external fi eld realigns 

the liquid crystal matrix to switch the LSPRs. [ 120,121,150 ]    

  3.1.2.     Controlling Liquid-Solid Phase Transitions of Metals 

 The solid-liquid phase transition in metals has provided 

another route towards the reconfi gurable plasmonic devices 

based on the difference in the optical properties of metals 

in different phases. For example, Krasavin and Zheludev 

employed a Ga solid-liquid phase transition to modulate SPPs 

in a metal-on-dielectric plasmonic waveguide. [ 151 ]  Odom and 

co-workers reported a tunable 1D Ga grating. The grating 

exhibits temperature-dependent plasmonic properties due 

to the solid-liquid phase transition of Ga ( Figure    16  ). [ 122 ]  The 

plasmonic properties of the Ga gratings can be switched by 

thermally inducing solid-to-liquid and liquid-to-solid phase 

transitions. The switching is highly reversible throughout 

extensive cycling.   

  3.1.3.     Controlling the Arrangement of Metal Nanoparticles at the 
Interfaces of Fluids 

 Due to its self-healing, nondegrading, and renewable prop-

erties, the interfaces of different fl uids provide an ideal 

platform for the formation of 2D monolayers of metal 
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 Figure 14.    a) Schematic of illumination and heating of a single Au nanoparticle by a laser 
beam. b) SEM image of Au nanoparticles on a glass substrate. c) Scattering spectra of a 100 nm 
Au nanoparticle in air (black), water (blue), and an envelope of water vapor (red). d) Correlation 
between the nanobubble-induced peak shift in LSPRs of Au nanoparticles and the particle 
diameter. Reproduced with permission. [ 109 ]  Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.
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nanoparticles. Active tuning of the structure and coverage 

of the monolayers paves another way towards reconfi gur-

able plasmofl uidic devices due to the sensitivity of SPs to the 

distance-dependent couplings among the nanoparticles within 

the monolayers. [ 123–125 ]  For instance, Fang et al. demonstrated 

a dynamic mirror made of 60 nm Au nanoparticles assembled 

as a monolayer at a [heptane + 1,2-dichloroethane]/water 

liquid/liquid interface. [ 126 ]   Figure    17  a shows that a green laser 

light (λ = 532 nm) is refl ected at the Au nanoparticle mirror 

with concurrent absorption and scattering. The refl ectivity of 

the mirror can be tuned by changing the surface coverage of 

the Au nanoparticles (Figure  17 b).    

  3.2.     Plasmofl uidic Sensors 

 Due to the plasmon-enhanced light-matter interactions at 

the nanoscale, plasmonic sensors enable sensitive detection 

of chemical and biological analytes. These nanoscale optical 

sensors have been explored for applications in medical 

diagnostics, [ 152–154 ]  food control, [ 155–157 ]  and environmental 

monitoring. [ 158,159 ]  With the versatile manipulations of fl uids, 

nanoparticles, and analytes, microfl uidics has signifi cantly 

enhanced the sensitivity and throughput of plasmonic sen-

sors. Various plasmofl uidic sensors that merge microfl uidics 

and plasmonic sensors are emerging, which can be catego-

rized into plasmonic spectroscopy and surface-enhanced 

Raman spectroscopy. 

  3.2.1.     Plasmonic Spectroscopy 

 Plasmonic spectroscopy detects analytes by measuring the 

analyte-induced changes in the optical transmission/absorp-

tion/refl ection spectra of plasmonic structures. [ 132–135 ]  Plas-

monic spectroscopy can fi t into three categories according to 

the type of plasmonic structures, i.e., surface plasmon reso-

nance (SPR) spectroscopy based on metal thin fi lms, LSPR 

spectroscopy based on metal nanoparticles, and EOT spec-

troscopy based on nanohole arrays in metal thin fi lms. We 

will review these three types of integrated plasmonic spec-

troscopy devices for enhanced sensing and imaging. 

  Surface Plasmon Resonance Spectroscopy : Over the 

past two decades, SPR spectroscopy based on SPPs on 

metal thin fi lms has attracted attention for its label-free, 

real-time optical sensing of molecules and affi nity interac-

tions between biomolecules. Such spectroscopic sensors are 

based on the high sensitivity of dispersion of SPPs to the 
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 Figure 15.    a) Schematic of light-driven plasmonic color fi lters based on photoresponsive liquid crystals. b) Representative optical images of the 
color fi lters with different aperture sizes. Reproduced with permission. [ 119 ]  Copyright 2012, Wiley-VCH.

 Figure 16.    a) Cross-sectional view of a 1D Ga grating. b) The liquid–
solid phase transition of Ga with the effects of supercooling.  T f   is the 
Ga freezing point and  T H   is the initial holding temperature of the liquid 
phase. The dotted line corresponds to the melting point of 28.0 °C. 
c) Real-time refl ectance spectral map at  T H   = 32.0 °C shows an 
abrupt change at 23.9 °C because of freezing of Ga. Reproduced with 
permission. [ 122 ]  Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.
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dielectric environments at metal surfaces. SPR sensors have 

been applied to both SPR spectroscopy and SPR imaging. In 

order to further miniaturize the sensing system for less rea-

gent consumption and enhanced throughput, tremendous 

efforts have been made to integrate plasmonic chips into 

microfl uidic systems for parallel multiplexed sensing and 

imaging. [ 160–163 ]  

 Multiplexed detection is a technology that can minimize 

detection time by interrogating multiple ligand/analyte inter-

actions in a single device. The parallel and precise sample 

delivery capability in microfl uidics enables the multiplexed 

detection. [ 164 ]  For example, Vala et al. have demonstrated a 

compact SPR sensor that is capable of simultaneous detec-

tion of up to ten types of analytes based on angular interro-

gation of SPR on an Au-coated diffraction grating contained 

in a disposable sensor cartridge with ten independent fl uidic 

channels ( Figure    18  ). [ 165 ]  The sensor prototype has a detec-

tion limit of below 1 nM for short oligonucleotides.  

 Tremendous progress has also been made in integrating 

SPR imaging with microfl uidic systems. Here, it is worth 

mentioning that in addition to achieving similar functions 

as plasmonic spectroscopy, SPR imaging can provide very 

important spatially-resolved information that plasmonic spec-

troscopy cannot provide. [ 166 ]  Lee et al. demonstrated the simul-

taneous detection of multiple hybridization reactions based on 

SPR imaging integrated with microfl uidic systems that include 

two perpendicular sets of fl uidic channels. [ 167 ]  To increase the 

number of independent spots for detection, Luo et al. added 

extra valve systems to selectively open and close certain micro-

fl uidic channels to introduce reagents to detection spots inde-

pendently ( Figure    19  ). [ 168 ]  With similar valve systems, Ouellet 

et al. have achieved 264 independently addressable micro-

fl uidic chambers for SPR imaging, enabling the detection of 

binding events between multiple analytes and up to 264 dif-

ferent immobilized ligands in a single experiment. [ 169 ]   

 To reduce the complexity of conventional valve sys-

tems in microfl uidics, other fl uidic control technologies such 

as electrokinetic focusing [ 170 ]  and electrowetting [ 171 ]  have 

been developed for microfl uidics-assisted SPR imaging. 

For example, electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) digital 

microfl uidic technology can manipulate fl uids by forming 

and moving fl uid droplets through the electrical modulation 

of the interfacial tension of droplets, facilitating the SPR 

imaging-based parallel multiplexed sensing. [ 172,173 ]  Tabrizian 

and co-workers have integrated EWOD digital microfl uidic 

technology with SPR imaging for the real-time monitoring of 

DNA hybridization. [ 174,175 ]  

  Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance Spectroscopy : 

LSPR spectroscopy uses metal nanoparticles as transducers 

for optical sensing and imaging applications. Compared with 

SPR sensors, LSPR spectroscopy has an advantage in the 

smaller probing volumes that match the size of biomolecules. 

The integration of LSPR spectroscopy with microfl uidics has 

led to highly miniaturized sensors that enable multiplexed 

measurements for the high-throughput and high-sensitivity 

detection of small amounts of analytes, paving the way 

towards clinical applications. 
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 Figure 17.    a) Optical image of a tunable mirror consisting of a monolayer of Au nanoparticles at the interfaces of two fl uids illuminated with a green 
laser beam. The refl ection and scattering of the beam by the monolayer are revealed. b) The experimental refl ectance and calculated electrical 
conductance as a function of the coverage of the monolayer of Au nanoparticles. Reproduced with permission. [ 126 ]  Copyright 2013, American 
Chemical Society.

 Figure 18.    Photograph of the prototype of a compact and multiplexed 
SPR sensor integrated with ten independent fl uidic channels. 
Reproduced with permission. [ 165 ]  Copyright 2010, Elsevier.
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 In the initial demonstration of this “plasmofl uidics” 

concept, Zheng et al. developed an LSPR chip integrated 

with a single microfl uidic channel for bulk refractive index 

sensing. [ 176 ]  The LSPR properties of plasmonic nanoparticles 

can be effectively engineered. [ 177,178 ]  The microfl uidic channel 

alternatively delivers target fl uids and rinse fl uids to the 

sensing areas for the quick measurements of optical prop-

erties of various fl uids. To enhance the sensitivity of LSPR 

spectroscopy, Sadabadi et al. have employed in-situ synthesis 

to generate Au nanoparticles on the sidewalls of microfl uidic 

channels ( Figure    20  ). [ 179 ]  The LSPR-microfl uidic sensor has 

reached a detection limit of as low as 3.7 ng mL −1  for bovine 

growth hormone, providing an alternative approach to pro-

tein detection for clinical diagnosis.  

 To enable automatic transportation of samples and rinse 

fl uids for high-throughput and robust sensing, more sophis-

ticated microfl uidic systems with microvalves and micro-

pumps have been integrated with LSPR spectroscopy. Huang 

et al. have developed such sophisticated LSPR-microfl uidic 

spectroscopy to study antigen–antibody reaction and fast 

hybridization between single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and 

complementary target DNA. [ 180,181 ]  It has been found that 

the hybridization occurred in 20 min under the microfl uidic 

environment, which was much faster than that in a static 

environment (which takes 3–4 h). [ 181 ]  

 Furthermore, multiplexed immunoassays have been real-

ized by the integration of LSPR substrates with microfl uidic 

systems of multiple channels and microvalves. [ 182,183 ]  For 

example, Quidant and co-workers have developed LSPR sen-

sors that offer 32 parallel sensing sites distributed across 8 

independent microfl uidic channels ( Figure    21  ). [ 183 ]  The sen-

sors include microfl uidic systems with multiple channels and 

micromechanical valves bonded onto arrays of Au nanorods 

immobilized on substrates. The channels ensure precise 

delivery of analytes among the arrays while the valves allow 

switching among various modes of operation for the on-chip 

sensor preparation and sample interrogation. Fast detection 

of cancer biomarkers at concentrations as low as 500 pg mL −1  

in a complex matrix has been demonstrated with high 

reproducibility.  

  Extraordinary Optical Transmission Spectroscopy : EOT is 

the phenomenon of enhanced transmission of light at certain 

wavelengths through a subwavelength aperture in an other-

wise opaque metal fi lm due to the excitation of SPs. [ 184,185 ]  

Based on the high sensitivity of EOT to changes in the optical 

properties at the metal-dielectric interfaces, EOT spectros-

copy has been utilized for sensing applications. There has 

been a broad range of research work on EOT sensors based 

on various plasmonic substrates ranging from long-range 

ordered nanohole arrays in metal thick fi lms (100 nm) [ 186 ]  

and short-range ordered nanohole arrays in metal thin fi lms 

(20 nm) [ 187 ]  to single nanoholes. [ 188 ]  

 Plasmofl uidic sensors using EOT substrates integrated 

with microfl uidic platforms have evolved rapidly from single-

array, single-channel arrangements to multiplexed arrays of 

nanoholes and fl uidic channels. For example, De Leebeeck 

et al. bonded microfl uidic channels onto Au fi lms with nano-

hole arrays for the spatial-temporal resolved measurements 

( Figure    22  ). [ 189 ]  Both chemical and biological sensing have 

been demonstrated by monitoring the resonance peak shift in 

the transmission EOT spectra.  

 Integration of multiple microfl uidic channels into EOT 

substrates has also allowed the enhanced multiplexed detec-

tion based on differential sensing. For example, Oh and co-

workers developed and applied high-compact multichannel 

microarrays that integrate nanohole arrays with six parallel 

microfl uidic channels to realize differential sensing of strepta-

vidin and biotin binding kinetics. [ 190 ]  Subsequently, the same 

group integrated twelve microfl uidic channels with template-

stripped Ag nanohole arrays to achieve a high sensitivity of 

3.1 × 10 −6  RIU without the use of a temperature-controlled 

chip or light source. [ 191–193 ]  

 So far, most of EOT sensors have employed the dead-

end nanohole arrays in a fl ow-over format, which cannot 

harness the benefi ts of confi ned transport for chemical 

or biological sensing. A fl ow-through format can rapidly 

transport reactants or analytes to the active surfaces inside 

the nanoholes, improving the analytical effi ciency. Along 

this line, free-standing nanohole arrays have been devel-

oped and integrated with microfl uidic platforms for the 

EOT sensors ( Figure    23  ). [ 194,195 ]  The fl ow-through format 

has exhibited a tremendous improvement in the adsorp-

tion kinetics, which is crucial for immunoassay-based 

applications. [ 196 ]    
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 Figure 19.    a) Photo of SPR imaging integrated with a microfl uidic 
system. b–f) Consecutive photos of the SPR imaging chip that is carrying 
out immunoreactions in the microfl uidic system. b) Vertical reagent 
injection step: a reagent (yellow liquid) is injected into the fl ow channels 
and then delivered to the Au spots. c) First rinse step: a washing buffer 
(clear liquid) is injected to rinse the Au spots. d) Horizontal reagent 
injection step: a reagent (black liquid) is injected into the fl ow channels 
then delivered to the Au spots. e) Second rinse step: a washing buffer 
(clear liquid) is injected to rinse the Au spots. f) The channels in the 
microfl uidic device are clear after the second rinse. Reproduced with 
permission. [ 168 ]  Copyright 2008, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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 Figure 20.    An LSPR–microfl uidic sensor based on metal nanoparticles immobilized on the sidewalls of microfl uidic channels. a) Cross-sectional 
view of a microfl uidic channel with Au nanoparticles on the sidewalls. b) Schematic illustration of the sensing protocol with legend shown in (c). 
d) LSPR spectra of Au nanoparticles measured at four different stages. e) Peak shift of LSPRs as a function of analyte concentration. Reproduced 
with permission. [ 179 ]  Copyright 2013, Elsevier.

 Figure 21.    a) Schematic illustration of LSPR sensors consisted of multiple microfl uidic channels on substrates immobilized with Au nanorod arrays. 
b) Photo of the LSPR sensors chip. c) Comparison of the performances of LSPR sensors, i.e., LSPR peak shit versus concentration of analytes, 
between two different receptors: unmodifi ed receptor using the EDC/NHS approach and biotin conjugate of the same receptor. Reproduced with 
permission. [ 183 ]  Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society.
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  3.2.2.     Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy 

 Raman spectroscopy is a powerful analytical technique for 

the “fi ngerprint” information (vibrational modes) it provides 

about molecules. When molecules are on or near a rough-

ened metal surface, the Raman signals of molecules can be 

enhanced due to the excitation of SPs. This enhancement 

underpins SERS for high-sensitivity chemical and biochem-

ical analyses. [ 136–140,197–201 ]  However, the routine use of SERS 

analysis has remained challenging due to multiple limitations 

in the conventional SERS devices, including variable mixing 

times, inhomogeneous distribution of analytes, aggregation 

of metal nanoparticles, localized heating, and photodissocia-

tion of molecules. [ 202,203 ]  These challenges have been solved 

by integrating SERS substrates with microfl uidic systems that 

provide precise delivery of analytes, reduce localized heat, 

and enable a homogeneous mixing of analytes and metal 

nanoparticles. [ 204,205 ]  

 Docherty et al. incorporated the delivery func-

tion of microfl uidic systems into SERS to achieve the 

performance-enhanced multiplexed detection of oligonucleo-

tides. [ 206 ]  As shown in  Figure    24  , a PDMS microfl uidic chip 

containing three input channels A, B, and C, and one output 

D is bonded onto a SERS substrate. Channels A and B were 

used to introduce silver colloid and water, respectively. The 

pre-mixed analyte and spermine (which was used to aggre-

gate the colloid and neutralize the phosphate backbone 

in the oligonucleotide) was introduced into channel C. The 

SERS detection spot is located at position X. This SERS-

microfl uidic chip has allowed the simultaneous SERS meas-

urements of up to three labeled oligonucleotides. Connatser 

et al. combined a microfl uidic separation system with a SERS 

substrate to realize both separation and detection of targeted 

analytes. [ 207 ]  Recently, Fan and co-workers have developed 

a fl ow-through microfl uidic 3D platform for SERS with the 

enhanced performances. [ 208 ]   

 Beyond the delivery of fl uids and nanoparticles with tra-

ditional microfl uidic channels with the straight walls, new 

microfl uidic systems have been developed to further improve 

SERS signals and their reproducibility. For example, Choo 

 Figure 22.    a) Schematic of plasmofl uidic sensors that integrate microfl uidic channels with EOT substrates. b) Schematic of the experimental 
setup for detection applications. Inset shows the transmission EOT spectra for pure water and sucrose solutions with increasing refractive index. 
Reproduced with permission. [ 189 ]  Copyright 2007, American Chemical Society.

 Figure 23.    a) Schematic of the optical and fl uidic test setup employed for both fl uorescence and transmission spectroscopy based on the fl ow-
through nanohole arrays. b) Comparison of sensing performances with fl ow-over and fl ow-through formats as indicated in inset. Reproduced with 
permission. [ 194 ]  Copyright 2009, American Chemical Society.
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and co-workers developed a microfl u-

idic PDMS chip with a teeth-shaped 

PDMS microfl uidic channel to increase 

the mixing of silver colloids with ana-

lytes ( Figure    25  ). [ 202 ]  Integrating this 

teeth-shaped microfl uidic channel with 

confocal SERS has enabled the highly 

sensitive detection of duplex dye-labeled 

DNA oligonucleotides and cyanide water 

pollutant. [ 202–209 ]  Other strategies for 

enhancing the sensitivity and reliability of 

microfl uidics-based SERS include using 

capillary forces to trap metal nanoparti-

cles and analytes, [ 210 ]  creating liquid-core 

anti-resonant refl ecting optical wave-

guides in a microfl uidic chip, [ 211 ]  and 

taking advantage of free-surface microfl u-

idic control. [ 212 ]      

  4.     Summary and Perspectives 

 The emerging fi eld of plasmofl uidics lever-

ages the strengths and advantages of both 

plasmonics and microfl uidics. Whether in 

the form of plasmon-enhanced function-

alities in microfl uidic devices or micro-

fl uidics-enhanced plasmonic devices, the 

results presented by many research groups 

worldwide, thus far, have demonstrated 

an accelerating pace of progress thanks to 

rapid advances in micro/nanofabrication, 

chemical synthesis protocols, characteri-

zation studies, and numerical simulations. 

Although plasmofl uidics presents great 

opportunities to observe new physical 

phenomena and corresponding novel diag-

nostic applications, current plasmofl uidic 

devices and platforms still require further 

improvements before they are ready for 

large-scale implementation of practical 

applications. We have identifi ed the fol-

lowing opportunities and future directions 

in the fi eld. 

  4.1.     Matching Plasmonics with 
Nanofl uidics 

 Although the integration of microfl uidics 

with plasmonics has shown tremen-

dous success in enabling new functions 

and devices, the size mismatch between 

microfl uidic systems and plasmonic nano-

structures has become a barrier for fur-

ther improvements in plasmofl uidics. For 

example, it is challenging for microfl u-

idic systems to manipulate fl uids with 

the same level of controlled precision as 

 Figure 24.    a) Schematic diagram of a SERS-microfl uidic chip (upper) and SEM image of part 
of a PDMS microfl uidic platform (below). b) SERS spectra from rhodamine and HEX labeled 
oligonucleotides and from a mixture of both analytes. Reproduced with permission. [ 206 ]  
Copyright 2004, Royal Society of Chemistry.

 Figure 25.    a) Schematic illustration of increased mixing of metal nanoparticles and analytes in 
a tooth-shaped microfl uidic channel. b) A detailed structure of the teeth-shaped microfl uidic 
channel. c) Confocal fl uorescence images reveal that the higher fl ow velocity (indicated by 
number on the top of image) leads to the better mixing. Reproduced with permission. [ 202 ]  
Copyright 2005, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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with plasmonic nanostructures. The relatively “large” scale 

in microfl uidics has prevented the further miniaturization of 

current plasmofl uidic devices. As a result, the integration of 

nanofl uidics with plasmonics appears to be the next logical 

step in the development of plasmofl uidics. We expect that 

nanofl uidics will enable the confi nement of both fl uids and 

light at the nanoscale that will lead to enhanced light–fl uid 

interactions, as well as leading to new physical capabili-

ties and miniaturized devices with novel functionalities. The 

inevitable integration of nanofl uidics with plasmonics is also 

driven by the great potential for plasmonics to enhance the 

functionalities of nanofl uidics. For example, the plasmon-

enhanced heat sources will signifi cantly benefi t fl uidic manip-

ulations in nanoscale channels due to the remote, nanoscale 

control of the temperature of fl uids. [ 213–218 ]   

  4.2.     Tuning Metamaterials with Microfl uidic Techniques 

 Metamaterials are artifi cial optical materials that enable 

novel manipulations of light. [ 219–225 ]  Metal nanostructures 

in a periodic array with a sub-wavelength spacing are one 

of the most common structures to create metamaterials. By 

engineering the plasmonic properties of metal nanostruc-

tures as building blocks, a broad range of unique capabilities 

are exhibited that are impossible with conventional optical 

materials, such as negative refraction, [ 223,224 ]  ultrathin meta-

surfaces, [ 226–228 ]  and electromagnetic cloaking, [ 221,229,230 ]  have 

been implemented. Although there has been tremendous 

progress in developing various kinds of metamaterials, the 

lack of dynamic tunability and a narrow spectral response 

hinder the practical applications of metamaterials. However, 

the precise control of fl uids with variable optical properties 

within the gap spaces in metamaterials will open up new 

windows of opportunities for developing tunable, broadband 

metamaterials. Recent examples include the fl uid-enabled 

enhancement and active tuning of magnetic resonances in 

free-standing plasmonic metamaterials. [ 231 ]  We expect a sig-

nifi cant boost in this research direction in the near future.  

  4.3.     Translating Proof-of-Principle Concepts into Practical 
Applications 

 Eventually, the lab demonstration and prototypes of plas-

mofl uidic devices need to be translated into practical appli-

cations. It requires innovations in multiple areas in order to 

move from the proof-of-principle level to real-world practices, 

including chip fabrication, illumination and detection optics, 

and system integration. It is highly desired to have simple, 

single-step, and cost-effective micro/nanofabrication tech-

niques that are amenable to mass production of plasmonic 

and fl uidic chips. Such fabrication techniques are emerging. 

For example, a 3D hierarchical mold fabrication process has 

been developed to enable monolithic integration of plas-

monic gratings within a multichannel microfl uidic system. [ 232 ]  

Optical setups for light sources and detection present another 

critical factor in determining the feasibility of practical plas-

mofl uidic devices. An ideal optical setup should be simple, 

compact, robust, and user-friendly. Finally, the system-level 

design and integration need be developed in order to com-

bine the chips and optical setup into practical plasmofl uidic 

devices that can work reliably in the fi eld environments. 

 All in all, plasmofl uidics is an exciting, highly interdisci-

plinary fi eld. There are tremendous opportunities for new 

discoveries and device developments in this fi eld. However, 

the opportunities are associated with challenges. Due to 

the interdisciplinary nature of plasmofl uidics, to address the 

upcoming challenges will require tremendous effort from 

researchers in multiple fi elds such as optical engineering, 

electrical engineering, biomedical engineering, mechanical 

engineering, physics, chemistry, biology, and nanoscience. 

With the coordinated efforts of various disciplines, advances 

in the fi eld of plasmofl uidics will proliferate rapidly.  
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